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DEFINITIONS
A cap
Is an option strategy that protects the borrower under a floating rate note from a
rise in interest rates, whilst allowing the enjoyment of falling interest rates.
Although single-period caps are available, caps generally cover a series of reset
dates; consequently a cap is made of a series of individual options, known as
caplets.
The sum of the cost of these individual protections represents the cap premium.

A floor
Is an option strategy that protects the investor in a floating rate instrument from a
fall in interest rates at the time when the floating coupon is being reset, whilst
allowing the enjoyment of rising interest rates.
As for caps a floor is made of a series of individual options, known as floorlets.

A collar
Is a combination of a cap and a floor. It entails the purchase of the first option
and the sale of the second. The advantage of such a strategy is the lower cost
compared to caps and floors.
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Above: the effect of a cap, a floor and a collar on LIBOR rates.

BLOOMBERG SOLUTION
SWPM <GO>) or the directly through
(SWPM -CAP<GO>) you will access our calculator.

Via our swap manager (

The calculator allows you to build a highly customizable floating rate leg and
price caps, floors collars and other option strategies off this leg.
You can solve for:
1) premium of options and strategies
2) strike price for caps and floors and multiple strikes for strategies
3) implied volatility
You also can:
1) save your option
2) send it to your counterparty
3) retrieve it in the future and mark it to market.

1) Step: Build a Cap

The Main Menu of your
portfolio manager will enable
you to set up easily your deal:
type of deal
strike price
contract details
volatility
effective date
(Current or Forward)

Any amortization features to
the initial notional amount
can be added.
The amortization dates can
be also customized.

The flexibility of the set up is
extended to:
end and payment
dates
reset rates
Cap strikes.
Therefore, for instance, you
can structure a step-up
strike feature.

2) Step: customize volatility
Cap and floors volatility can be customized:

For the main
currencies your can
select your preferential
contributor of
volatility for caps and
floors.
From SWYV <go>

Through contributed
prices the whole
volatility matrix
(expiry of options
against option strike)
is populated.

In case you want to
price of a fully
customized curve or
you are interested in
pricing off the
volatility at strike, you
can input arbitrary
levels of volatility give
up and pickup.

3) Step: Sensitivities and Caplet PV’s
From the “Valuation” page:

You can decompose
the cap premium into
its caplets; estimate
every single caplet’s
discounted value and
forward value.
Finally you can
appreciate what
intrinsic and time
values are associated
to any caplet.

Caplets will also have
different sensitivities.
For instance it the
underlying swap curve
is upward sloping,
caplet deltas will
generally constantly
increase. It’s easy to
compare the time
decay for near-toexpiry caplets to their
time value.

Other Option Strategies
The calculator is not limited to the pricing of caps, floors and collars but can
handle more sophisticated strategies:
- Cap Spreads: the long position in a lower
strike cap A is partially offset by a short position in another cap usually struck at a
higher rate B. The rationale behind this trade is to limit the protection to rising
interest rates only for the range between A and B. SWPM also allows the user to
choose the premium that is willing to pay and find consequently one of the two
strikes.

- Floor Spreads: this strategy is simply the reciprocal of a Cap Spread.

- Straddle: if you are confident that the curve will shift abruptly and volatility will
increase but you’re not sure on which direction the curve is going to shift, that
could be a favorable scenario to enter a Straddle. This strategy entails the
purchase of a Cap and a Floor both struck at-the-money.
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Above, the payoff of an IRS Straddle obtained through the excel download from
SWPM.

- Strangle: has the same rationale of a Straddle but will have different strikes for
the Cap (higher strike) and Floor (lower strike). This feature makes a Strangle
cheaper than a Straddle.

